Dependence of the XeCl laser cut rate of plaque on the degree of calcification, laser fluence, and optical pulse duration.
A XeCl laser with an optical pulse duration of 35 ns was used to determine the cut depth per laser pulse of postmortem human aorta as a function of laser fluence for four main categories of plaque development. The data indicate that the cut depth per pulse progressively decreases as the degree of calcification increases even at very high (100 mJ/mm2) laser fluences. A comparison was made between the XeCl laser cut rate data obtained using the 35-ns duration laser pulses to data obtained using 200-ns duration pulses for each of the four plaque types. As the degree of tissue calcification increased higher XeCl laser fluences were required for the long pulse case to achieve the same cut depth per pulse as that observed using the shorter pulse duration.